
Our	Corona	Book	

	

Almost	a	year	into	the	pandemic	we	considered	it	to	be	the	right	time	to	look	
back	but	also	forward.	Can	we	meanwhile	find	the	right	words	for	what	was/	
is	going	on	in	the	world?	How	has	the	presence	of	the	Virus	shaped	us,	for	the	
better	or	worse?	What	will	remain	and	what	will	we	remember	when,	
hopefully	one	day,	all	this	will	be	over?	

We	came	up	with	these	and	many	more	questions	when	sharing	thoughts	on	
our	every	day	lives	and	coping	strategies.	The	outcome	is	many	creative	
works	by	students	from	both	of	our	classes,	EKa	and	EKb	as	you	can	see	
below.	Enjoy	readind	and	viewing,	finding	consolation	in	seemingly	great	
similarities	which	at	the	very	least	are	showing:	We`re	all	in	this	together!	

	

	



Questions	on	the	Pandemic	we	asked	each	other	
	
.	What	are	the	five	most	important	things	you	learned	about	yourself	during	

the	pandemic?	

2.	 What	 positive	 changes	 have	 you	 experienced	 so	 far	 thanks	 to	 the	

pandemic?	

3.	What	will	be	the	first	thing	you	can`t	wait	to	do	when	all	this	is	over?	

4.	Whose	body	rythmn/	metabolism	has	changed,	too?	

5.	What	do	you	think	will	the	aftermath	be	like?	

6.	What	are	the	things	that	people	took	for	granted	before	Corona,	in	your	

view?	

7.	 What	 is	 the	 most	 exciting	 thing	 you	 did	 since	 the	 beginning	 of	 the	

pandemic?	

8.	What	are	the	benefits	in	your	view?	

9.	How	are	you	dealing/	coping/	getting	along	with	it	mentally?	

10.	What	are	the	five	most	important	things	you	learned	about	others?	

11.	Are	you	overly	concerned	about	your	health?	

12.	Did	you	find	new	friends	(online)?	

13.	What	has	been	the	greatest	change	in	your	daily	routine	apart	from	the	

obvious	things?	

14.	Has	the	pandemic	made	you	grow	closer	to	your	family?	

15.	Ist	the	lockdown	more	preferable	in	summer	than	in	winter?	

16.	What	do	you	miss	the	most	during	this	time?	

17.	Can	you	deal	with	yourself	alone?/	How	do	you	get	along	with	yourself	

alone?	

18.	What	makes	your	life	special	these	days?	 	

19.	Have	you	lost	friends	during	this	time?	

20.	Has	your	image	you	had	of	yourself	changed?	Do	you	feel	different	now?	

21.	In	what	way	will	the	pandemic	change	our	lives	forever?	

22.	What	are	your	plans	for	the	aftermath	you	didn`t	have	before	Corona?	

	





Lockdown 1: 
Corona gave me the best summer of my life, I think.  
Because I was in 10th grade we had first no school then 3 times a week 4,5h. So I had a lot 
of free time. I always had no or less time to do non school things but this summer I did a lot 
of garden work, baked, looked at the sun rise and the sun set with my best friend Angie, put 
my hair into braids, was from morning until the evening outside and walked around and did a 
lot  more things.  

 

 
 
Lockdown 2:  
Last year in January and February I went on ski trips and Fasnetsumzüge. This year I do 
none of this. I hate this second lockdown because you are not allowed to do anything. 
Usually my week would start every morning at 6am. Then I put clothes on, brush my teeth 
and take the bus and the subway to Böblingen. I'm at the school at 7:25am. Now I get up 20 
minutes later at 7:45am and start my laptop. 2:45h more sleep, that's everything good at this 
lockdown. Because I have so much time and I am always at home. Before the lockdown I 



came home to sleep. Now I am always home and do exactly nothing besides waiting until 
the day ends.  

 
 
Amelie Steinhorst 



How the lockdown has affected lives of many students 
 

My typical Monday before Corona vs now 

BEFORE NOW 

6:20 ->waking up and getting ready for 
school 

asleep 

6:50->on my way to school asleep 

7:50->school 7:20-> waking up, making a coffee, 
turning on my computer 

9:20 -> breakfast during a break 7:50 -> breakfast during my first lesson 
        ->school 

13:45 -> on my way home  13:45 -> nap time 

14:30 -> lunch, resting  15:00-> lunch, resting 

17:00 -> studying, doing homework 
          ->dinner 

19:30->doing homework 
         ->dinner 

19:30-> handball practice 21:00-> walking my dog, showering                                             
 

21:30-> walking my dog, showering 22:30->going to bed 
       

23:30-> going to bed asleep 

 

My classroom before and after Corona : 

 

           



What has Corona taught me? 
The whole world is connected and we weren’t aware of it before Covid 19 showed 
up-> The virus spread to almost every nation within a few months of the virus first 
being detected  and a global pandemic was declared. Despite the differences and 
distance between locations, we are fighting the same virus and experiencing the 
same struggles. It is a reminder of just how our global economy and culture, including 
supply chains, communications, technology and travel, are connected at several 
levels. 

Humans are social beings -> we need social interaction and human touch. In almost 
every area of our lives, including schooling, jobs and entertainment the COVID-19 
pandemic has highlighted the importance of social interaction and human touch. 
Social isolation and loneliness have been caused by attempts to minimize the spread 
of the virus, including physical distancing, quarantine and stay-at-home orders. 

The pandemic taught us to take nothing for granted, including each 
other! 

 

 

 

 

 

 Written by Elena Pugar 







Lina Keil 

My life during Corona 
 
 
 
 

Good things about it: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
- more time to read or watch anime 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
- spend more time with the family 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

- more sleep! 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 
Bad things about it: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

- homeschooling (it´s relaxed but 
you learn less than you would in a 

face-to-face class) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

- you don´t see your friends that 
often anymore 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
- there is too much talk about it (gets 
on your nerves because you don´t 

hear anything else) 
 



Meike 



Untertitel



7:50 a.m.

• Wake up
• Online 

school

2:00 p.m. 

• Lunchtime

2:30-8:00 p.m.

• Do 
something 
against my 
boredom

• Snacktime

8:00-11:30 p.m. 

• Dinnertime
• Watch 

Netflix until I 
fall asleep 

Keeping up with my corona life 
 

Everyone's life changed because of corona and so did mine. I hope my two pages won't be as boring as 
my corona lifestyle. 

 

My (boring) corona day: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

That’s a good point to realize that I don’t know what to write but as Dory once said:  

 

 
The following points are some of the things that changed/happened because of corona (nothing bad, I 
don’t want to spread negativity): 

➢ I can sleep an hour longer than usual 
➢ I can no longer go out to eat so I started to cook (with a friend) 
➢ Watched old series and movies that I used to watch (for example “Glee”, “Skins”, 

“Vorstadtkrokodile” and “Mamma Mia”)  
− Listened to the songs from “Glee” and “Mamma Mia” way too many times 
− (I’m listening to the Mamma Mia soundtrack while I’m writing this) 

➢ I had more time to be creative: 

  



I know I wrote I won’t write anything bad but there are three things I NEED to add to my pages: 

1. I’m sad because I miss going to parties. Everything is amazing about partying: 
− Getting ready with your friends 
− The way to the party 
− The party  

− Listening to music  
− Dancing  
− Meeting new people 

− The way home  
2. I’m afraid that I won’t be able to live out my youth properly because of corona. (If that happens 

you will find me at 35 in the club) 
3. During corona you have nothing to look forward to and that’s why I got a little addicted to online 

shopping. You can always check where your package is and get more excited about it with every 
update. It’s great.  
 

I don’t want to end my two pages with negative things so here are some of the cakes (plus the rest of a 
brownie) I’ve made and eaten during corona.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

Roses are red, violets are blue, corona 
makes me sad but how do you do?  

 

Made by Amelie, January 2021 

- (by the way I’m still listening to the 
Mamma Mia Soundtrack) 







[Dokumenttitel] 

 

Emilia Rebmann             03.02.21   Frau Baudisch  

 

Statement: For me, the Corona time is a difficult time, because in my opinion 

the school is much more elaborate and stressful. In addition, you are at home 

all the time and do not have many possibilities to make your everyday life a 

little more beautiful. But I decided even i fit is very strenuous things  I wouldn´t 

do so intensively during a regular day-to-day life.  

 

A typical Corona Day: 

7.00am-7.45am = I have breakfast, shower myself and get ready for the day. 

 

7.50am-13.00pm = I have online lessons and make tasks  

 

13.300pm-13.40pm = I have lunch break and eat something  

 

13.45pm-15.15pm = I have lunch school and have to do tasks again  

 

15.15pm-18.00pm = I have free time and do different things like I do sports, 

cook, play with my sister or I go for a walk with my dog  

 

 

18.00pm-22.30pm = At this time the rest of my family comes close to home and 

then we eat together and after that I do someting for school and watch Netflix. 

 

A typical Corona Weekend:  

A typical Corona Weekend looks like I´m going to our construction site on 

Saturdays because we are rebuilding a house in another city there we´re going 

to move into in the summer. And on Sundays I go to the church in the morning 

and the rest of the day I do something with my family or do something for 

myself.  
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Salome Staiger   

How Corona changed my everday life 

In the following text, I will present various aspects of how Corona has changed me 
or my everyday life: 

 

free time 

I think most of it has changed in my free time. Everything is suddenly completely 
different and you have to be much more careful and above all always pay 
attention to the Corona rules. For example, you have to make sure that you 
always have a mask with you. Before Corona, you could meet friends 
spontaneously. For example, you could go shopping or just hang out. Today you 
have to make sure that you are not more than two people, that you get home 
before 8 p.m. because of the exit lock and that you have a good reason why you 
are outside at all. I used to go to friends spontaneously in the evenings. Often it 
was already midnight. We drank a little and just had a good vibez. Because of 
Corona, that no longer works. 

 

sports 

As far as sports are concerned, everything ist different. Now you can't do your 
sports or go to the gym during lockdown. Before the lockdown, I was in the gym 
twice a week, sometimes kickboxing with a friend ... now I just sit around at home 
and do sometimes workouts. I hope that the lockdown ends soon so that I can do 
real sport again real sport again. 

 



A day in my life with corona 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

By Katharina Niepelt 



shopping 

All clothes shops are closed during the lockdown. It's been over a month now. In 
the meantime you have to order the clothes online. This is a bit annoying, because 
I always have to order three sizes per item to see what fits me. I have to send the 
rest back. In the store I could just try on different sizes and clothes and just leave 
them hanging in the locker room. My parents are really annoyed that I order 
clothes with their credit card all the time and then they have to return the clothes 
that don't fit to the post office. 

 

school 

So far, corona has only produced negative things in my everyday life. But as far as 
school is concerned, the lockdown resulted in something positive for me. I can 
sleep in longer because we have school from home. Normally I would have to get 
up at 5:50 a.m. now, thanks to the lockdown, I can stay in bed until 7:40 a.m. That 
means I can sleep 50 minutes longer and don't have to take the bus or train to 
school. I can also quickly make something to eat during the breaks. 

 

 


